
CHAPTER XIV

MONEY SUPPLY, CREDIT, AND THE
BANKING INSTITUTIONS

1. Main Developments

Monetary expansion was somewhat faster in 1970 than in the previous year,
with the money supply being the component showing the biggest percentage
rise. The acceleration occurred during the second half of the year, whereas in
the ifrst half the situation was similar to that prevailing in 1969. Despite the
strong upward trend in the last six months of 1970, the average annual balance
of the major monetary aggregates increased somewhat more slowly than in 1 969.

On an annual average, the money supply went up by 5 percent, which was
less than the growth of real economic activity and the rise of prices following
the imposition of additional indirect taxes and the abolition of some subsidies.
This relatively slow increase presumably helped to restrain demand pressure in
the economy during the year.
In March 1970 the Interest Law was amended to eliminate the maximum

legal rate of interest. This step resulted in the virtual disappearance of the bill
brokerage market by the end of the year and the unification of interest rates;
in addition, it had important repercussions on the structure of Israel's money
market. The distortions created by the existence of bill brokerage were elimi
nated, and this will doubtless enhance the efficiency of the monetarypolicy in
struments the modiifcation of the liquidity ratios and openmarket operations.
The increase in the money supply in 1970 came to IL415 million, or 14 per

cent, compared with a rise of 2.5 percent in 1969. Other financial assets held
by the public were up by IL 1,288 million, or 23.2 percent, compared with 21.8
percent in 1969 (see Table XIV1 ). Total monetary expansion i.e. the growth
of the money supply and other ifnancial assets reached 20 percent, as contrasted
with 14.2 percent in 1969.
The money supply, as stated, was the component expanding fastest in the

year reviewed, the growth rate of other ifnancial assets being only slightly higher
than in 1969. This development brought up its weight within the total increase
from 6.7 percent in 1969 to 24.4 percent.
There was also a structural change in the increment of other ifnancial assets

in 1970. The weight of unlinked assets (time deposits and the Government
ShortTerm Loan) rose, while that of linked assets (saving scheme accounts and
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Table XIV1

ANNUAL INCREASE IN MAJOR MONETARY AGGREGATES, 196870

( IL million(

Change in average
annual balanceAverage

annual
Change in end
year balanceBalance

at endYear
ILm.balanceILm.of year

Money supply
19.04482,81514.23602,8991968
7.12003,0152.5712,9701969
5.01523,16714.04153,3851970

awets*Other ifnancial
32.69964.06328.09984,5561968
23.99725.03521.89915,5471969
23.21,1706,20523.21,2886,8351970

assets'Total ifnancial
26.61,4456,87822.31,3587,4551968
17.01,1728,05014.21,0628,5171969
16.41,3229,37220.01,70310,2201970

: public0credit to theBank
12.43363,04117.84933,2641968
19.75993,64020.36643,9281969
17.36304,27020.78134,7411970

* Time deposits in local and foreign currency, saving scheme accounts, brokered bills, and
ShortTerm Loan holdings.

b The money supply plus other financial assets.' Local and foreign currency credits from banking institutions and the Bank of Israel, in
eluding bill brokerage.

deposits linked to or denominated in for
eign currencies) declined.
The more rapid rate of monetary ex

pansion in 1970 was due both to the
greater liquidity of the banking institu
tions, especially during the second half
of the year, and to the strong demand
for bank credit and money following the
growth of economic activity and rise of
prices.
It was the larger volume of capital

raised abroad and converted into Israeli
currency, as well as the credit granted
by the Bank of Israel to the Government,
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that augmented the banking institutions5 liquidity in 1970. The greater inlfow
of capital from abroad prevented a contraction of the Stated foreign currency
reserves, but its conversion into Israeli pounds led to the largescale infusion of
liquidity into the economy. In contrast to this, in 1969 reserves shrank by
$ 290 million, thereby nullifying the effect of the additional liquidity pumped
into the economy by the Government's deficit financing.
Part of the banking institutions' incremental liquidity was absorbed by way

of an increase in Pazak and Tamam foreign currency deposits (which are
sterilized at the Bank of Israel), but the scale of this absorption and the growth
of currency in circulation (which reduces liquidity correspondingly ) were un
able to avert the rapid expansion of liquid assets. A number of steps were there
fore taken to mop up liquidity. The most important of these were the imposition
of obligatory import deposits, which yielded IL 156 million ; the sale of the
ShortTerm Loan in the open market, which netted IL 92 million ; and the ex
tension of the liquidity requirements to bill brokerage after the abolition of the
interest rate ceiling, which absorbed IL 60 million in the second half of the year.
In addition, the Bank of Israel slowed down its rediscounting operations to an
appreciable extent.

Despite these measures, the banking institutions' liquid assets swelled by
IL 232 million in 1970, on top of an increase of IL 87 million in the volume
of exemptions from the liquidity requirements. This enabled them to expand
their local currency credit to the public by IL509 million, while stepping up
the volume of foreign currency credit by IL 262 million ; the latter increase,
however, did not depend on the institutions' liquidity but on the procurement
of permits to grant foreign currency loans. The total volume of credit supplied
in 1970 in Israeli and foreign currency was 20.7 percent larger than in 1969.
In contrast to the rapid expansion of such credit, that provided to the public by
the Bank of Israel was only IL42 million greater than in 1969, so that the
overall increase in bank credit to the public in Israeli and foreign currency came
to IL813 million, or 20.7 percent, compared with a rise of IL 664 million (20.3
percent) in 1969.
During the second half of the year reviewed the demand for credit was met

without a rise in its price. This was due to the relatively abundant supply of
liquidity in this period, which resulted in substantial liquidity surpluses in a
number of months. During the first half of the year the demand for credit pushed
up its price, and some banking institutions ran liquidity deficits over most of
this period. The abolition of the interest ceiling in March 1970 also helped
to drive up the interest rate, though it is difficult to quantify the effect of this
factor.
The accelerated pace of monetary expansion in 1970 was not relfected by a

higher percentage increase in the average annual balances of the major monetary
aggregates. The money supply rose by 5 percent as against 7.1 percent in 1969,
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other ifnancial assets went up by 23.3 and 23.9 percent respectively, and out
standing bank credit to the public by 17.3 and 19.7 percent respectively.
The above data indicate that the stronger rate of monetary expansion in 1970,

in particular during the second half of that year, was an outcome of the mount
ing demand for credit and ifnancial assets which accompanied the growth of
real economic activity and the increase in prices. This applies especially to
means of payment, the larger demand for which was also connected with their
slow growth in 1969. The faster circulation velocity of the money supply and
the stability of the ratio between the total volume of ifnancial assets and the
national product suggest that the monetary expansion of 1970 did not have an
inlfationary effect on aggregate demand.
With the abolition of the interest rate ceiling at the end of March 1970 and the

imposition of liquidity ratios on bill brokerage, this type of credit business
dwindled rapidly, accompanied by the switching of funds to time deposits.
The outstanding balance of brokered bills, which stood at IL 825 million on
the eve of the amendment of the Interest Law, plunged swiftly and at the end
of 1970 amounted to only IL21 million. The abolition of the interest ceiling
led to the uniifcation of interest rates, that on ordinary bank credit rising and
that on bill brokerage declining.1 It did not make export credit or that granted
within the framework of exemptions from the liquidity requirements more ex
pensive, and most of the funds set up to provide working capital were able to
keep down their interest charges. The retaining of low interest rates on directed
credit made it necessary to alter the composition of the resources of the export
ifnance funds and to increase the amount of credit exempted from the liquidity
requirements which is granted outside the funds, two steps which augmented
the economy's liquidity.
The elimination of the interest ceiling was accompanied by the creation of

a new type of time deposit for periods ranging from four to six months and
requiring 25 percent liquid cover. Side by side with the rise of debitory interest
rates, there was a rise in the rates paid on time deposits. Another measure in
tarduced during the year was the upping of penalty rates on liquidity deifcits by
3 percentage points, in order to adjust them to the new interest rates.

2. The Influence of Monetary Developments on the Economy

Even though monetary expansion accelerated in 1970, no demand pressure
was engendered thereby. Furthermore, the increase in the average annual balance
of the money supply trailed behind the growth of real economic activity and
the rise of prices stemming from the higher taxes and the trimming of sub

נ It is diiffcult to estimate the effect of the abolition of the interest ceiling on interest
rates, since it took place during a period of tight money, when there were other pressures
forcing up interest rates in the free market.
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Table XIV2

INDICATORS OF THE TURNOVER VELOCITY OF
FINANCIAL ASSETS, 196870

Average annual velocity relative to GNPb
Average velocity ; ~ ;

of demand Money ifOthe.r, ,Tota) .
deposits* SUpp1y ifnancial ifnancial

w y assets0 assets

2.033.444.9717.81968
1.973.155.2619.91969
2.043.086.0321.51970

Average annual velocity relative to
the economy's resources

2.444.145.971968
2.433.886.481969
2.503.777.391970

* Total debits to localcurrency demand deposits in banks, divided by the
average annual volume of these deposits. Deposits with cooperative
1credit societies are not included.

b The gross national product at current prices (based on the effective
exchange rate), divided by the average annual volume of the three
aggregates.

 Less liquid deposits of the public with banking institutions, bill
brokerage, and ShortTerm Loan certificates held by the public.

d The gross national product at current prices, plus the import surplus
(both 1based on the effective exchange rate) , divided by the average
annual volume of the three aggregates.

sidies. Monetary developments in 1970 thus exerted a restraining inlfuence on
aggregate demand.
The average annual level of the money supply rose by 5 percent, compared

with 7.1 percent in 1969, while the average annual volume of other ifnancial
assets expanded by 23.3 and 23.9 percent respectively. In other words, the
average annual balance of all ifnancial assets went up somewhat more slowly in
the year reviewed.
This relatively small rise in the average annual balance of the money supply

in 1970, despite its rapid growth during the year, is explained by the fact
that, whereas during the second half of 1969 the money supply contracted,
in the second half of 1970 there was a strong upswing, in contrast to the
normal seasonal pattern. In the ifrst half of 1970 the average balance was
only 1.8 percent higher than during the corresponding half of 1969, while in the
second half it stood 8.6 percent above its level in the second half of 1969.
That the accelerated growth of the money supply in 1970 was not reflected

by a rise in its average annual balance can be attributed to the relatively late
date at which the monetary expansion began to gather momentum. It should
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nevertheless be noted that at the end of December the money supply was 6.9
percent larger than its average annual balance for the year.1
Bank credit to the public developed similarly during the year reviewed, and

was an important factor accelerating the rate of monetary expansion. The out
standing balance of such credit, consisting of loans from the banking institutions'
own resources, bill brokerage, and credit from the Bank of Israel, rose by IL813
million, or 20.7 percent, compared with 20.3 percent in 1969. However, the
increase in the average annual level came to only 17.3 percent in 1970, as
against 19.7 percent the year before.
The rapid growth of the money supply in the course of 1970 can be ascribed

to the acceleration of economic activity and the irse of pirces. Nevertheless, the
small increase in its average annual level suggests that, despite the strong upward
movement duirng the year, it failed to match the demand for means of pay
ment, the notable growth of which was due not only to the expansion of real
economic growth, but also to the irse of prices in the wake of the tax hikes and
subsidy cuts.
Gross national product at constant pirces was up 6.9 percent in the year

reviewed. As this was accompanied by a substantial rise in pirces (for reasons
already explained), GNP pirces were 8.6 percent over their 1969 level, com
pared with a 3.7 percent irse the year before. This absorbed all of the increase
in the average annual balance of the money supply, so that in real terms money
balances declined during the year.
Another factor affecting the demand for money in 1970 was the readjust

ment of asset portfolios after their reshuflfe in the preceding year. Because of
devaluation expectations in 1969, the public enlarged its money holdings to only
a very limited extent that year, despite the rapid growth of the gross national
product at current pirces. The stronger demand for money in 1970 was at least
partly intended to compensate for the slow rise in the money supply the year
before.
Even though the increases in the banks' liquidity, the public's demand for

bank credit, and total financial asset holdings of the public were all greater
than in 1969, they were still not of such dimensions as to generate inlfationary
pressures on the demand side. This was strikingly apparent in the first half of
1970, when money was tight, interest rates moved upward, and banking in
stitutions incurred large liquidity deifciencies in most months. In the second
half of 1970 the money market loosened up; together with the growing demand
for credit and liquid assets, the greater liquidity of banking institutions resulted
in an expanded supply of credit, so that there was no upward pressure on
interest rates.

3 This fact will probably be relfected by a rise in the average annual balance of the money
supply in 1971. The rapid growth from August 1970 onward drove up the ifgure to a com
paratively high level by the beginning of 1971, and this in turn will inlfuence economic
developments during the year.
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This change in the money market situaiton in the second half of 1970 helps
to explain the increased weight of the money supply in total monetary expansion.
In the first half of the year developments were very similar to those in the

corresponding period of 1969. In other words, there was a shortage of liquidity
and upward pressure on interest rates, factors dampening the growth of demand
for money and increasing the circulation velocity of the money supply. The
raising of interest rates, moreover, encouraged the public to hold interestbearing
ifnancial assets.
In the last six months of the year liquidity was sufficiently abundant to meet

the stronger demand for money stemming from the rise of prices and the desire
to maintain the real value of money balances. This development brought up
the weight of the money supply in total monetary expansion during the second
half of 1970.
Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the restraining influence which

the sluggish rate of monetary expansion had during the ifrst half of 1970 dis
appeared in the second half. The tightness of money and the upward pressure
on interest rates, in evidence from the last quarter of 1968, ceased in the second
half of 1970; nevertheless, no imediate impact on aggregate demand was to be
expected in view of the lag between the growth of the money supply and that
of aggregate demand.
Although in 1970 the demand for other ifnancial assets did not change

signiifcantly relaitve to the national product, there was a change in the com
posiiton of the increment. In 1969 most of the increase occurred in linked de
posits, with Pazak and Tamam accounts expanding paritcularly fast; the growth
of unlinked interestbearing assets, on the other hand, was very slack despite the
much higher rates of interest paid thereon. This development is explained by the
expectations of a change in the exchange rates of the German mark and the
Israeli pound.
In 1970, with the weakening of these expectaitons, the abolition of the interest

rate ceiling, and the rise in interest rates on itme deposits, the conversion of Pazak
and Tamam funds accelerated and the composiiton of the incremental interest
bearing assets underwent a change : the weight of time deposits in Israeli cur
rency and of ShortTerm Loan holdings increased.1

3. Monetary Policy and the Liquidity of Banking Institutions
In 1970 the Bank of Israel pursued a policy of absorbing liquidity. The full

employment condiitons prevailing during the year made it necessary to take
steps to restrain monetary expansion and prevent the generation of pressures
liable to undermine the stability of prices and worsen the balance of payments
and foreign currency reserves position.

x For an explanation of the rapid expansion of unlinked interestbearing assets see section
5 below.
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Following are the principal measures introduced in 1970:
)1) In January the obligatory importers' deposits went into force. It was

agreed with the Treasury that the sums thus collected would be redeposited with
the Bank of Israel and frozen. During the ifrst seven months of 1970 this
measure resulted in the absorption of IL 156 million.1 The deposit requirement
was imposed on most commodity imports subject to customs duty of 30 percent
or more (50 percent or more as of August). The deposits cover half the value
of the goods and are for a six months period.
)2) The abolition of the interest rate ceiling in March was accompanied

by a number of restrictive measures, the most important of which was the im
position of liquidity ratios of 15 and 25 percent on bill brokerage. This measure,
which was implemented in stages, absorbed IL 60 million in the second half
of the year. In June the penalty rates imposed on banking institutions incurring
liquidity deifcits were increased by 3 percentage points in order to bring them
into line with the new conditions prevailing in the money market after the
amendment of the Interest Law.
)3) Bank of Israel operations in the open market siphoned off IL92 mil

lion during the year. The raising of the yield on the ShortTerm Loan in No
vember 1969 made it possible to absorb IL 82 million in the ifrst ifve months of
1970. But since June, when interest rates on time deposits were increased, net
proceeds from ShortTerm Loan sales have been quite small.
)4) In 1970 the Bank of Israel slowed down its rediscounting operations

conspicuously, the increase amounting to only IL41 million as against IL 371
million in 1969. This deceleration was due to a number of factors, not all of
which worked in the same direction. On the one hand, the expansion of the
export ifnancing funds slackened following a switch in June from local to
foreign currency ifnancing of export shipments. This measure was intended to
arrest the excessive resort to these funds, which had been partly motivated by
the desire to obtain cheap credit for other than legitimate export needs. On the
other hand, the composition of the funds5 resources was altered in 1970, the
weight of bills discounted at the Bank of Israel increasing and that of liquidity
exemptions and of credit extended from the banks' free resources declin
ing. This change was designed to enable banks to continue charging exporters
only 6 percent interest p.a. despite the higher rates paid for ordinary bank
credit after the amendment of the Interest Law. The expansionary effect of
increasing the Bank of Israel's share in the resources of the export funds was
offset by the repayment of the special advances granted to the banks by way of
rediscounts in the last quarter of 1969 in order to help them meet the exigencies
arising from the crisis in the international money markets, so that in the ifnal
accounting the total volume of rediscounts expanded only slightly.
The attempt to hold down the cost of directed credit engendered inlfationary

* In this chapter the Government's debt to the Bank of Israel is shown net of importers'
deposits.
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FigureXIV2
FREE RESERVES OF BANKING INSTITUTIONS, 1970

(IL million; weekly averages(
80 ר
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pressure from another direction. The maximum amount of credit that can be
granted under the exemptions from the liquidity requirements was raised
from 25 percent of total demand deposits to 28 percent. This step resulted in
a IL 64 million increase in the volume of such credit supplied outside the
export financing funds. Most of the increment went to agriculture, in parti
cular citrus growers, under an agreement designed to compensate the sector
for its higher interest outlays after the abolition of the interest rate ceiling,
)5) In May 1970 the regulation requiring the holding of 70 percent

liquid cover against any increment of demand deposits was extended.
Despite the measures taken to mop up liquidity, the banking institutions'

liquid assets increased noticeably. This enabled them to greatly step up their
lending operations, and was thus a major factor accentuating the pace of
monetary expansion, especially duirng the second half of the year.
The main cause of the growth of liquid assets in 1970 was the larger volume

of capital imports and their conversion into Israeli pounds by the National
Institutions and the nonGovernment sector (in part acting under Treasury
directives ), as well as the expansion of Bank of Israel credit to the Government.
The greater inlfow of overseas capital in 1970 averted a decline in the economy's
foreign exchange reserves, despite heavy purchases of foreign currency from the
Bank by the Government these totalled IL950 million, IL56 million more
than the amount of net credit supplied to the Government by the Bank. The
Bank's foreign currency assets nonetheless increased by IL 29 million during the
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Table XIV3CO
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536.51,110.98.44,070.62,789.91,280.75,163.1321.51,225.54,259.11970o

439.5864.31.33,527.92,393.11,134.84,393.5244.91,131.33,507.11970 January
437.0927.26.23,582.72,436.11,146.64,503.7261.81,135.93,629.6February
444.9860.010.53,681.22,501.21,180.04,551.7263.41,160.63,654.5March
435.9961.06.63,766.62,550.31,216.34,721.0289.51,231.93,778.6April
431.2943.53.03,774.82,560.91,213.94,721.3308.21,256.13,773.4May
401.3974.02.63,812.92,592.21,220.74,789.5312.51,260.33,841.7June
434.71,062.06.73,846.12,605.91,240.24,901.4310.61,276.03,936.0July
464.91,084.93.53,871.42,632.41,239.04,959.8308.51,267.04,001.3August
464.31,110.38.63,955.02,666.31,288.75,056.7325.61,277.74,104.6September
471.71,087.00.33,987.52,701.31,286.25,074.2323.81,235.64,162.4October
468.91,092.66.14,029.02,741.41,287.65,115.5330.61,228.94,217.2November
536.51,100.98.44,070.62,789.91,280.75,163.1321.51,225.54,259.1December

Including credit to the Government and net credit to the public (less deposits of the financial institutions with the Bank of Israel).
Including nonliquid deposits with the Bank of Israel and liquid assets other than deposits held at the Bank of Israel.
Revised ifgure.



year, since other economic sectors raised funds abroad on a scale that prevented
the contraction of reserves. Foreign currency conversions by the National In
stitutions totalled IL 290 million, and those by recipients of restitution pay
ments from Germany and holders of Pazak and Tamam accounts came to
IL 357 million; in addition, ifnancial institutions mobilized larger sums abroad
in 1970 (with the Treasury's authorization ).
As may be seen from Table XIV3, the amount of liquidity pumped into

the economy as a result of Bank of Israel credit to the Government and the pub
lie and of foreign currency accumulation added up to IL 928 million. However,
the table does not clearly indicate the sectors responsible for this liquidity in
fusion. The pirvate sector converted foreign currency, but so did the National
Institutions and ifnancial institutions (the conversion of foreign currency aug
ments liquidity). On the other hand, the foreign currency purchases by the
Government did not help to absorb liquidity, since they approximated the
volume of credit received by the Government from the Bank of Israel.
The infusion of IL 928 million was offset by a number of factors reducing

liquidity. The most important of these were the growth of the public's foreign
currency deposits (mainly Pazak and Tamam ) by IL445 million, a IL 152
million increase in currency in circulation (which prevented the banking in
stitutions' liquid assets from expanding by this amount), and the openmarket
operations of the Bank of Israel, which absorbed IL 92 million.
The growth of the banking institutions' liquid assets came to IL 232 million

in 1970, to which must be added the IL 87 million incremental credit granted
within the framework of liquidity exemptions. In 1969, on the other hand, the
institutions' liquid asset contracted by IL61 million, even though the Bank of
Israel had temporairly advanced them some IL 400 million in the second half
of the year in order to tide them over duirng a tight period. The difference
between the liquidity situation of the banking institutions in the past two years
was due not only to the disparate development of their liquid assets, but also
to the difference in the components of monetary expansion, which largely
determine their ability to step up credit.
A growth of demand for valuelinked assets such as occurred in 1969 nor

mally diminishes to an appreciable degree the banking institutions' ability to
expand credit. A rapid increase in Pazak and Tamam deposits involves the
steirlization of liquidity, and even the growth of approved saving scheme
accounts prevents an increase in liquidity, as it diminishes the Treasury's resort
to inlfationary ifnancing. A breakdown of the economy's incremental ifnancial
asset holdings in 1970 reveals a rise in the share of localcurrency time deposits,
the reserve requirements on which are relatively low,1 and of demand deposits,
where the reserve requirements (after deducting the portion exempt from the

1 Most of the increase in localcurrency time deposits was in those made for six months or
more, against which 15 percent liquid cover must be held.
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Data from column 9 in Table XIV3.
Israeli currency deposits requiring 15, 25, 90, or 100 percent liquid cover.
The average required liquidity ratio in 1970 ranged between 65 and 65.5 percent.



liquidity requirements) lfuctuate around 40 percent. The significance of this
lies in the fact that, by offering more attractive terms on localcurrency time
deposits, banking institutions can increase their liquidity, both by reducing
their required liquid cover and by averting liquidity drains. This is precisely
what happened in 1970, when the return on valuelinked assets failed to go up
in the course of the year, while the interest rate on localcurrency time deposits
was increased. The fact that the yield on the ShortTerm Loan was not raised in
the second half of 1970 prevented the absorption of liquidity and an impairment
of the banking institutions' capacity to expand their credit business.
The changes in the banking institution's liquidity, free reserves, and local

currency credit to the public did not proceed at a uniform pace throughout the
year. Between January and June their liquid assets expanded by IL 108 mil
lion, while the volume of assets exempt from the liquidity requirements shrank
by IL 48 million. The latter development was partly due to seasonal factors,
but in part it was the result of a structural change in the resources of the export
financing funds, which in June led to the substitution of IL 30 million in Bank
of Israel rediscounts for a similar amount of credit previously granted within
the framework of liquidity exemptions. Local currency credit by the banking
institutions to the public was stepped up during the same period by IL 119
million. In January, February, and April the institutions ran liquidity deifcits,
while in March they had a small surpus.1 In May they also had a surplus, and in
June once again a deifcit. However, as may be seen from Figue XIV2, duirng
the ifrst half of 1970 the deifcits were not only more frequent but also larger
than the surpluses.
The liquidity deifcits and the increase in interest rates in the ifrst half of the

year indicate that the money market remained tight during this period and
that the contractionary monetary measures held down the expansion of credit
and the public's financial asset holdings.
In the second half of the year the banking institutions experienced a strong

growth of liquidity. Their liquid assets swelled duirng these six months by
IL 127 million, and the volume of assets not requiirng liquid cover by IL 135
million. At the same time they stepped up their local currency credit to the
public by IL 390 million. Despite their much heavier lending to the public, the
banking institutions enjoyed substantial liquidity surpluses in August and
September, while their deifcits in October and November were relatively small.
The rapid growth of liquidity exemptions between July and December was

partly connected with seasonal inlfuences, but it was also due to arrangements
made to keep the pirce of directed credit low after the abolition of the interest
rate ceiling. The seasonal upturn in liquidity during the second and third quar

2 The year reviewed saw a deviation from the normal seasonal pattern of liquidity deifcits.
As a rule, there are large deifciencies in March because of the efforts of the Accountant
General to repay provisional Bank of Israel advances, while in April, with the beginning
of the new ifscal year, liquidity is infused into the economy on a large scale.
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ters of the year was accentuated in 1970 by heavy Government outlays in
August and September on fortiifcation works carried out during the ceasefire.
This infusion of liquidity cannot be measured only by the amounts borrowed
by the Government from the Bank of Israel, for these were supplemented by
sums drawn from the Post Ofifce Bank and by shortterm loans from banking
institutions possessing liquidity surpluses.
As to nonseasonal factors, during the second half of 1970 there was no longer

any absorption of liquidity through import deposits, while ShortTerm Loan
sales netted only IL 10 million, as compared with IL 82 million in the ifrst half of
the year. On the other hand, the imposition of liquidity ratios on bill brokerage
siphoned off IL 60 million in the second half of 1970.
The much heavier demand for credit by the public during this period was

presumably connected to some extent with the ifnancing requirements of con
tractors and suppliers working for the Ministry of Defense and to the general
increase in ifnancing requirements after the tax hikes in August. Because of
their increased liquidity, the banking institutions were able to supply more
credit to the public without raising its pirce.
The growth of liquidity between July and September enabled the banking

institutions to build up large free reserves toward the end of the third quarter
and to expand credit appreciably in the ifnal quarter. This was relfected by a
rise in the effective liquidity ratios in the third quarter and a decline in the
fourth(seeTable XIV4).
This development diverged from the fourthquarter pattern of the years 1967

69, when uncertainty prevailed in the international money markets (because
of the pound sterling in 1967, the French franc in 1968, and the German
mark in 1969) and resulted in expectations of a devaluation of the Israeli
pound, which unsteadied the local money market and led to an acute shortage
of liquidity.

4. The Money Supply

The expansion of the money supply accelerated in 1970, when the increase
totalled IL415 million, or 14 percent, compared with IL 72 million (2.5 per
cent) in 1969 (see Table XIV5).1
The development of the money supply during 1970 did not follow the usual

seasonal pattern. As may be seen from Figure XIV3, the ifrst six months
resembled the corresponding peirod of 1969 as far as monetary developments
are concerned. But whereas in previous years the money supply had con

1 The rise in the money supply between the end of January and the end of December 1970
totalled IL446 million, or 15.2 percenta rate which necessitated the submission of a
report by the Governor of the Bank of Israel, in accordance with section 35 of the Bank of
Israel Law. The report was submitted to the Government and the Finance Committee of
the Knesset on March 16, 1971.
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tractedduring the last quarter of the year, Figure XlV3
in 1970 it held steady in October and GROWTH OF THE MONEY
November but shot up in December. As SUPPLY, 196970
already explained in sections 2 and 3, this(IL million)
development was connected with the
greatly expanded liquidity of the bank
ing institutions during the second half of
1970 and the rapid mounting of prices
after August 1970, which resulted in a
stronger demand for money in order to
maintain the real value of the money
balances.
After adjusting for seasonality, it turns

out that between the end of December
1969 and the end of June 1970 the in
crease in the money supply was only 0.3
percent, compared with 2.6 percent
during the corresponding peirod of 1969.
In the second half of 1970 the seasonallyadjusted level of the money supply
went up by 13.1 percent, as against only 1.7 percent in the second half of
1969. Adjusting for seasonal influences throws into sharp relief the growth
of the money supply duirng the second half of 1970, when it amounted to
IL 264 million despite the contractionary effect of seasonal factors.
The upward movement of the money supply in 1970 was particularly steep

in MarchApril and in AugustSeptember. In March and Apirl, the last
month of one ifscal year and the ifrst of the new year, means of payment swelled
by IL 183 million, compared with a rise of IL 95 million in MarchApirl 1969.
In AugustSeptember 1970 growth came to IL 169 million, whereas duirng
the corresponding peirod of 1969 it was only IL 2 million. The rapid upswing
in AugustSeptember 1970 is explained by the Government's heavy local
currency expenditure on secuirty the strengthening of fortiifcations on the
Suez Canal front duirng the ceaseifre. To ifnance these operations, the Gov
ernment had to procure additional credit from the Bank of Israel and short
term loans from banking institutions. In December 1970 the money supply
soared by IL 86 million, as contrasted with a rise of IL 14 million in the
previous December.
The IL 415 million incremental means of payment in 1970 consisted of

IL 152 million in currency in circulation1 and IL 263 million in demand
deposits. The proportion of currency within the money supply came to 37.8
percent at the end of 1970, nearly the same as at the end of 1969. The ifgure

1 The increase in currency in circulation includes the change in holdings in the admin
istered areas. The increase in demand deposits includes a rise of IL 5 million in deposits
with branches of Israeli banks operating in the areas.
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TableXTV5
THE MONEY SUPPLY, MONTHLY, 1970

)IL million)

Money supply,
seasonally adjusted0MoneysupplyDemand deposits"Currency*

Percent
monthlyTotal

Monthly
increase or
decrease ()Total

Monthly
increase or

decrease( )Total
Percent

of
money

Monthly
increase or
decrease ()Total

End of period

decrease( )ILm.ILm.supplyToILm.

0.03,024.50.514.12,970.11.832.61,841.238.01.618.51,128.91969 December

0.23,018.21.131.52,938.62.037.41,803.838.60.55.91,134.81970 January

0.03,018.91.441.12,979.71.629.31,833.138.51.011.81,146.6February

3.53,125.73.5107.43,087.13.874.01,907.138.22.833.41,180.0March

1.33,084.82.475.93,163.02.039.61,946.738.53.036.31,216.3Apirl

0.43,073.82.063.73,099.33.161.31,885.439.20.22.41,213.9May

0.83,047.20.721.03,120.30.814.21,899.639.10.66.81,220.7June

1.53,093.80.516.83,137.10.12.71,896.939.51.619.51,240.2July

2.03,154.41.855.23,192.33.056.41,953.338.80.01.21,239.0August

2.83,244.23.6113.53,305.83.363.82,017.139.03.949.71,288.7September

1.93,307.30.39.03,296.80.36.52,010.639.00.22.51,286.2October

2.13,375.80.01.43,298.20.00.02,010.639.00.11.41,287.6November

2.13,446.62.686.43,384.64.693.32,103.937.80.56.91,280.7December

Excluding cash held by the Israel Bank of Agirculture, Ya'ad Agricultural Development Bank, and branches of Israeli banks operating in
the administered areas.

" Including demand deposits in branches of Israeli banks operating in the administered areas; these totalled IL 7.3 million in December 1969
and IL 12.3 milhon in December 1970.
The adjustment for seasonal inlfuences was made on the basis of Central Bureau of Statistics data.



ranged from a high of 39.5 percent in July to a low of 37.8 percent in
December. In 1969, too, there were no sharp lfutuations in the weight of
currency.

5. Other Financial Assets of the Public

This asset category consists of less liquid deposits of the public with bank
ing institutions and ShortTerm Loan certificates held by the public ; data
on bill brokerage have this year been lumped together with those on time
deposits in Israeli currency. The abolition of the interest rate ceiling in March
1970 and the imposition of 'hquidity ratios on bill brokerage eliminated the
economic forces that had created the bill brokerage market. Most of the funds
invested in this market (the outstanding balance of brokered bills on the
eve of the amendment of the Interest Law was IL 825 million) have been
transferred to other ifnancial assets, mainly time deposits in local currency (see
Table XIV6).
Other ifnancial assets grew somewhat more rapidly in 1970 by 23.2

percent as against 21.8 percent in 1969. The composition of the increment
changed during the year, the proportion of unlinked assets rising and that of
linked assets declining. The weight of unlinked assets (time deposits, brokered
bills, and the ShortTerm Loan) in the increment jumped from 11.8 percent
in 1969 to 44.6 percent. The slower expansion of Pazak, Tamam, and sav
ing scheme deposits (in contrast to the faster growth of unlinked assets) is
explained by the weakening of expectations of an immediate devaluation, a rise
in the relative nominal yield on unlinked assets, and developments in the bond
market.
While the rapid rise of the price level from August 1970 onward has reduced

the relative real yield on unlinked assets, this has not dampened the preference
for such assets.

(a) Pazak and Tamam accounts

The outstanding balance of Pazak accounts grew in 1970 by IL 340 million
($ 97 million), as compared with IL 360 million ($ 103 million) the year
before. Tamam balances increased by IL 119 million ($ 34 million), after a
rise of IL 121 million ($ 35 million) in 1969.
The accumulation in these accounts in the year reviewed was the net

result of a much larger volume of personal restitution receipts from West Ger
many and a higher rate of conversions.1

* The increase in Pazak accounts consists predominantly of deposits of personal restitution
recipients. Other categories of foreign currency recipients are also entitled to deposit
such funds in Pazak accounts, but their weight is small. Owing to lack of data on the
latter categories, the rate of conversions is biased downward.
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TableXIV6

OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS OF THE PUBLIC, 196870

)IL million)

Grand
total

Short
Term
Loan

Total
less
liquid
deposits
)3to 8
incl.)

Other
foreign
currency
deposits

Foreign
currency
deposits
)Tamam)

Deposits
linked
to the

exchange
rate

)Pazak)

Deposits
against
liabil
ities

Saving
schemes

IL time
deposits
and
bill

brokerage
)2+ 3)

Bill
brokerage

Time
deposits

in
Israeli

currency*

End of
peirod

o

w

w
r

(11)(10)(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1)

4,555.8494.64,061.2101.7491.01,259.312.1682.41,514.7645.9868.81968

c
r1

5,546.7466.75,080.0171.1611.91,618.912.91,005.41,659.8753.8906.01969
so
w

6,835.6560.36,275.3182.5730.81,959.316.21,245.42,141.121.42,119.71970o
SB

5,657.6482.25,175.4162.2619.61,655.813.51,027.81,696.5791.5905.01970 January
1■3

< *

5,756.0498.65,257.4144.9630.11,696.414.01,044.81,727.2817.5909.7Februaryז
0

5,876.6502.35,374.3150.2649.11,737.315.71,061.21,760.8818.4942.4March
5,973.8526.15,447.7154.9660.41,758.015.91,079.71,778.8646.71,132.1April
6,065.4543.65,521.8155.1667.31,783.813.71,096.1805.8470.41,335.4May
6,132.1549.35,583.1141.4675.71,814.713.61,116.01,821.7303.21,518.5June
6,293.4545.05,664.7122.1678.91,830.213.21,139.01,881.3205.91,675.4July
6,286.9545.05,758.4111.8682.01,847.512.91,157.51,936.7132.41,804.3August
6,421.1561.15,860.0110.5693.01,872.913.71,174.61,995.365.71,929.6September
6,550.3559.25,991.1130.8704.11,898.913.31,197.62,046.443.42,003.0October
6,675.7566.36,109.4143.7714.61,925.514.51,217.52,093.631.12,062.5November
6,835.6560.36,275.3182.5730.81,959.316.21,245.42,141.121.42,119.7December

' Excluding deposits of the public earmarked for loans, most of which belong to social insurance funds and financial institutions,



Personal restitution totalled $201 million in 1970, as contrasted with $ 138
million in the preceding year. Interest on Pazak deposits reached $ 28 mil
lion, while that on Tamam deposits came to$ 8 million. In 1970 the increase
in Pazak and Tamam was thus equivalent to 55 percent of total restitution
receipts plus interest; this compares with 69 percent of restitution receipts plus
increments from the revaluation of the German mark and interest income
in 1969.
The low rate of conversions in 1969 mirrored the expectations of a revaluation

of the German mark and devaluation of the Israeli pound which prevailed
that year, particularly in the second half. Moreover, the relatively late date
on which the mark was finally revalued, coupled with the fact that the
expectations of a devaluation in Israel were strongest immediately after the
elections to the Knesset (in November 1969), dampened the rate of conversions
in the second half of 1969.
Owners of Pazak and Tamam accounts apparently reshuflfed their asset

portfolios during the year reviewed, converting sums which they had refrained
from doing in the second half of 1 969. Moreover, the economicpolicy measures
introduced by the Government weakened expectations of an imminent devalua
tion. The raising of direct taxes and National Insurance contribution rates, the
imposition of compulsory loans in April, and the upping of indirect taxes in
February and August made it clear to savers that no immediate devaluation
was in sight, thus depressing the rate of accumulation of Pazak and Tamam
funds. A further indicator of this trend is the fact that in 1970 Natad deposits
grew by only IL 10 million, as contrasted with IL 17 million in 1969.

(b) Deposits in approved saving schemes

The growth of these deposits sagged noticeably in 1970, when the increase
came to IL 240 million, or 23.9 percent, as against IL 323 million, or 47.4
percent, in 1969. The curve went up more sluggishly throughout the entire
year in comparison with 1969. During the first half of 1970 the increase
averaged IL 19 million per month, and in the second half IL 22 million per
month j1 this compares with an average monthly increase of IL 27 million dur
ing all of 1969 and of IL 31 million per month in the second half alone.
The slower accumulation in these deposit accounts in 1970 must be attributed

to changes in the return on alternative investments time deposits, the Short
Term Loan, and Absorption and Defense Loan certiifcates purchased in the
secondary market as well as to developments in disposable private income.
The Government's ifscalpolicy measures slowed down the growth of dis

posable private income, thereby diminishing demand for saving schemes, espe

1 The acceleration of the growth rate during the second half of 1970 apparently relfected to
some extent the slightly better terms offered savers in the last quarter of the year.
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cially since much of the liquidity absorption from the public was done by
way of compulsory loans. An additional factor weakening demand for saving
schemes was the shifting of funds from these accounts to Absorption and
Defense Loan certificates purchased in the secondary market. Moreover, the
return on unlinked assets has moved up since the end of 1969, while that on
deposits in the conversiontype1 and other saving schemes remained unchanged
in 1970.2 Already in 1968 there was a big difference between the yields on
such bonds bought in the secondary market and the return on saving schemes,
but apparently it took some time for the public to learn that these securities
were a liquid, safe, and relatively proiftable investment.
It is reasonable to assume that the rise in quotations for Absorption and

Defense Loan certiifcates in 1969 attracted the interest of savers, thereby bol
stering their position as a proiftable savings instrument. Past experience showed
that they were undervalued before their listing on the Stock Exchange, and
that their acquisition yielded a handsome gain.8 The expectation that the 1965
Absorption Loan series and the 1968 Defense Loan would be registered on the
Stock Exchange in June 1970, and the 1969 Defense Loan at the beginning of
1971, apparently enhanced the demand for these securities.
Reinforcing this assumption is the fact that, despite the larger amount of funds

siphoned off from the public in 1970, the returns on the Absorption and De
fense Loans did not decline ; on the contrary, their quotations rose. In other
words, the unloading by households and other investors of part of their bond
holdings with the contraction (or slower growth) of their disposable income
did not depress the prices of these bonds and bring up their yields, for the effect
of these sales was counterbalanced by the appearance of new investors who
discovered that it paid to buy such securities.
Duirng 1970 the return on the conversiontype saving schemes, according

to the unlinked alternative, ranged from 9.65 to 10.1 percent. This return,
which was taxfree, was paid to depositors only if they did not withdraw their
deposits before the end of a ifveyear period.
The return on Absorption Loan certiifcates of the 1963 and 1964 series,

which were traded on the Stock Exchange during the year under review,
ranged from 6.8 to 8.3 percent (the return is linked to the consumer pirce index
and is taxfree). The average redemption peirod of these bonds ranged from
2.4 to 3.4 years. Defense Loan certiifcates of the 1968 issue were listed on the

1 Deposits in these schemes are made partly in cash and partly in Absorption Loan cer
tiifcates, which are converted into cash by the Treasury. For a detailed discussion of these
schemes see R. Zentler, "Approved Saving Schemes, 195569", Economic Review, No. 35
(Bank of Israel, November 1970), pp. 338.

2 The reference is to the nominal return on unlinked assets. See the discussion in section
5(0) below on the signiifcance of the rise in prices since August 1970 concerning the real
returns anticipated on unlinked financial assets.

s See the study "Changes in the Relative Yields of Financial Assets in a Tighter Money
Market", Economic Review, No. 34 (Bank of Israel, July 1970), pp. 5761.
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Stock Exchange in June 1970, and the return thereon, which is also taxfree,
ranged from 9.8 to 12.4 percent according to the unlinked alternative; their
average period of redemption was 7.3 years.
Absorption and Defense Loan issues not yet registered on the Stock Exchange

in the year reviewed yielded an even higher return than those cited above. But
it should be noted that, despite their higher yields and the relative security and
liquidity they offer, there is a risk that their quotations may fall when interest
rates in the economy are on the rise. This kind of risk also applies to saving
schemes, since the "breaking" of deposits before the end of a fiveyear period
involves a loss.1

Despite the yield differential in favor of bonds purchased in the secondary
market, saving scheme deposits continued to expand rapidly in 1970, since these
two savings instruments are not perfect substitutes for each other.2 This applies
particularly in the case of households which are not very familiar with the
workings of the bond market and prefer to place their savings in bank de
posits, as well as to households which save through small, regular monthly
deposits. It should also be pointed out that there is no irsk of a capital loss in
saving schemes, whereas such a irsk does exist when bonds are sold.
It is noteworthy that the accelerated irse of pirces from August 1970 onward

did not seirously affect the volume of savings in aproved schemes, but resulted
in a much heavier demand for Absorption and Defense Loan certificates, with
a consequent decline in their yields.
The slower expansion of saving schemes was accompanied by a change in

their composition. The weight of "conversion schemes", the return on which
is comparatively high, increased relative to that of other optiontype schemes.
In 1970 the weight of the "conversion schemes" within the total increment
of saving scheme deposits reached 54 percent, compared with 35.5 percent
between Apirl and December 1969.3

All the big banks experienced a growth of deposit volume in the conversion
type schemes in 1970, whereas in 1969 only one of the large banks reported a
substantial increase. Presumably the mounting importance of this type of scheme
in 1970 was due to the growing awareness of the saving public that a high

1 The investor is almost certain to lose by withdrawing all or part of his saving scheme deposit
before the end of the stipulated term, but will incur a loss in selling bonds before their
redemption date only if a general rise in interest rates has taken place.

2 An investment in Absorption and Defense Loan certiifcates in 1970 proved to be very proift
able. Quotations for the 1968 Defense Loan shot up by 24 percent in the course of 1969,
and those for the 1969 Defense Loan series by 19 percent. Quotations for the various
Absorption Loan series at the end of 1970 stood 1318 percent over their level at the
end of the previous year; in addition, part of these bonds were redeemed in April at prices
well above those in the market.

3 In April 1969 the regulation on saving schemes was amended to permit all savers to par
ticipate in such schemes. See Bank of Israel, Annual Report 1969, p. 288.
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yield could be earned on these schemes relative to other types. In 1969 it was
apparently not yet conscious of this fact, and this explains the comparatively
slow growth of the "conversion schemes" that year.
Despite the high yields offered by these schemes, they are not likely to sup

plant the other types of saving schemes, since they are a less liquid asset than
a deposit in an ordinary optiontype scheme.1 Moreover, it is not convenient to
make small monthly deposits in the conversiontype scheme, while profitability
considerations induce some of the banking institutions to favor ordinary saving
schemes of the option type.
The optiontype schemes (ordinary and "conversion") accounted for most of

the incremental saving scheme deposits in 1970. The increase in all other types
together totalled only IL 2 million.
Two new schemes for accumulating savings toward the purchase of a home

were introduced in 1970, one by the General Mortgage Bank and the other by
the Ministry of Housing. The accumulation in these two schemes, which are for
longer terms than the others, was small and did not interfere with the accumula
tion in the bankadministered schemes.

(c) Unlinked financial assets

The upward trend in unlinked financial asset holdings gathered momentum
in 1970, and their weight within the total volume of interestbearing assets rose.
The growth of ShortTerm Loan holdings and time deposits in Israeli currency,
less the decline in bill brokerage, came to IL 574 million, or 27 percent; this con
trasts with a rise of IL 117 million (5.8 percent) in 1969.
Un'hnked assets accounted for 44.6 percent of the total increment of "other

financial assets" in 1970, as compared with only 11.8 percent in 1969.
Part of the growth of unlinked assets is explained by the rise in their nominal

rates of return. Interest paid on time deposits with the big banks reached 1112
percent per annum by the end of 1970, compared with 910 percent at the end of
1969 and 101 1 percent earned on bill brokerage. Changes in interest rates net of
atsource tax deductions were inlfuenced by two factors. The first was the
raising of the atsource deduction from interest income on time deposits by
5 percentage points in April 1970, which brought up the effective rate of
deduction from 27.5 to 28.75 percent. The second was the relatively low rate
of deduction on time deposits in comparison with that applicable to interest on
bill brokerage. Until March 1970, 33 percent was deducted from interest in
come on bill brokerage, so that the interest earned on funds shifted from bill

J Withdrawals can be made from "conversion schemes" only after one year. Between the
first and second year up to half the deposit can be withdrawn, while the full amount can
be withdrawn only after two years.
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brokerage to time deposits after being taxed at source went up by approxi
mately half a percentage point owing to the differential tax deduction rates.1
Interest on the ShortTerm Loan was not revised during 1970, but the yield

had been increased appreciably in November 1969, creating a lively demand
for this paper during the first three months of 1970. The raising of the atsource
tax deduction on income from time deposits in Apirl also helped to bring up
somewhat the relative return on the ShortTerm Loan. Bu,t the irse in interest
rates on time deposits after the elimination of the interest rate ceiling gradually
reduced the yield advantage of the ShortTerm Loan, so that holdings expanded
by only IL 13 million between June and December 1970.
The vigorous growth of unlinked deposits in the year reviewed was particularly

striking when compared with their slight gain duirng 1969. Though the return
on these assets also rose in 1969, most of the expansion of interestbeairng assets
that year was concentrated in deposits linked to the exchange rate and in saving
schemes, for expectations of a German mark revaluation and a devaluation of
the Israeli pound led investors to prefer linked assets (in addition to advancing
purchases of goods and services).
These speculative reactions by households and businesses apparently waned in

1970. As interest rates rose, so did demand for interestbeairng liquid assets
especially time deposits in Israeli currency and the ShortTerm Loan. The pirce
hikes in August and September considerably depressed the real return on un
linked assets; nevertheless, by year's end the growth of localcurrency time de
posits had not slowed down.2 This indicates that the public had not anticipated
the price rises of August and September, and that it did not believe that prices
would continue to climb at this fast pace.

6. Sources of Monetary Expansion

The money supply and less liquid deposits of the public expanded in the year
reviewed by IL 1,610 million, or 20 percent, compared with IL 1,090 million
(15.7 percent) in 1969 (see Table XIV7).
The pirncipal growth factors in 1970 were the mobilization of capital abroad

and its conversion into Israeli pounds, and the large volume of credit granted
to the Government by the Bank of Israel and to the public by the banking
institutions. The IL 894 million increase in Bank of Israel credit to the Govern
ment was an important indirect source of monetary expansion. Largescale
foreign currency purchases totalling some IL 950 million from the Bank of

1 It should be noted that the sum deducted at source does not represent the entire tax
liability of the interest recipient. The atsource deduction is at a lfat rate, whereas the
interest on time deposits and bill brokerage is, of course, subject to income tax and com
pulsory loans at a rate determined by the recipient's total income.

 The rapid growth of time deposits in Israeli currency carried over through the ifrst quarter
of 1971.
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Israel relfected the Government's direct inlfuence. However, along with these
foreign currency purchases, currency conversion by nonGovernment sectors,
partly in conformity with Government directives, increased, thereby preventing a
decline in the State's foreign exchange reserves. These conversions included
IL 260 million by the National Institutions, IL 371 million by recipients of

Table XIV7

INCREASE IN FINANCIAL ASSETS OF THE PUBLIC, BY SOURCE AND
COMPONENT, 196870

(IL million(

increasePercent annual
)(or decrease197019691968

197019691968

Sources
Foreign currency assets

2.447.56.728.81,083.6164.9With the Bank of Israel
. . .9.9205.5117.38.5With banking institutions

14.443.97.3176.7966.3173.4Total

Credit from the Bank of Israel
38.094.4267.9893.71,167.2900.9Credit to the Government*
5.082.610.141.2371.641.5Rediscounts and loans

40.010.3105.591.923.8130.1Openmarket operations
28.6108.9130.7843.01,562.6812.3Total

Credit from banking institutions
42.034.024.8201.3121.773.2To the Government

To the public
17.512.418.8508.5320.4407.7In local currency11

127.511.822.9262.927.743.5In foreign currency
27.113.119.8972.7414.4524.4Total

10.250.9101.729.279.778.6Other factors, net
20.015.721.71,609.81,090.41,241.9Total sources

Components
14.02.514.2414.571.6360.0Money supply
23.525.137.51,195.31,018.8881.9Lessliquid deposits*
20.015.721.71,609.81,090.41,241.9Total components

ShortTerm Loan holdings
20.05.730.593.627.9115.6of the public

* The change in credit and advances to the Government does not include the change in its
liabilities arising out of transactions in Government securities with the public and banks
(e.g. sales in the open market) .

b Including bill brokerage.
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,personalrestitution receipts and other owners of Pazak and Tamam accounts1
and smaller sums by ifnancial institutions.2
These conversions not only enabled the Bank of Israel to augment its net

foreign currency assets by IL 29 million despite the heavy purchases of foreign
currency by the Government, but they also had an expansionary effect on liquid
ity; they were not offset by the Government's foreign currency purchases, since the
latter were ifnanced by credit (i.e. newly created money) obtained from the
Bank of Israel and not through the absorption of funds from the public.
The combined expansionary effect of Bank of Israel credit to the Govern

ment and of the slight growth in the Bank's foreign exchange reserves made
itself felt both directly through the growth of ifnancial assets created by
foreign currency conversions and indirectly by augmenting the banking in
stitutions' liquidity. Despite the absorption of part of the incremental liquidity
in the manner described in section 3 above, the banking institutions' greater
liquidity (directly attributable to the growth of their liquid assets and the
increase in the volume of assets exempt from the liquidity requirements) en
abled them to expand their loan volume and thus increase their ifnancial assets
still more. Local currency credit to the public was stepped up in 1970 by IL 509
million, and that to the Government (mainly from saving scheme funds) by
IL 201 million.
The above developments differed noticeably from those in 1969, when the

stimulative effect of the Government's borrowing of IL 1,167 million from the
Bank of Israel was almost completely offset by a decline of IL 1,084 million in
the net foreign currency assets of the Bank. The external drain resulting from
the contraction of foreign currency assets absorbed the liquidity injected into
the economy by the Government's deifcit ifnancing, but depleted the economy's
foreign exchange reserves of the Bank by $ 290 million, depressing the level to
only $ 339 million by the end of 1969.
Besides the expansion of local currency credit to the public, that granted in

foreign currency was up IL 263 million from 1969; of this sum, IL 53 million
was supplied through the export funds, and some IL 210 million was extended
other than through the funds. An expansion of foreign currency credit is not
conditional on an increase in the banking institutions' liquid assets, but on the
procurement by Israeli entities and companies of Treasury permits to borrow
foreign currency from Israeli banks, either out of Patach funds or from funds
obtained from foreign banks. While the growth of such credit is not necessarily a
direct cause of monetary expansion, it does not limit the banks' ability to in
crease loans to the public in local currency. When foreign currency credit is

נ Personal restitution receipts increased foreign exchange reserves by $ 201 million. Their
expansionary effect is measured by that part of the receipts and interest income on Pazak
and Tamam deposits that is not accumulated but converted into Israeli pounds.

2 Mortgage banks, for instance, raised $ 33 million (IL 116 million) abroad and converted
it into Israeli currency in order to grant domestic credits.
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Table XIVS

FOREIGN CURRENCY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE BANKING SYSTEM, 196870

(IL million(

Banking institutions:IsraelBank of
o

Foreign currencyForeign currency
NetliabilitiesForeignNetliabilitiesForeignEnd of periodin

assets
)567)OtherPatachcurrency

assets"
assets
(123(OtherPatach

currency
assetstn

liabilities"deposits0liabilitiesdeposits"f1

)1()2()3()4()5()6((ל)(8)

82.1359.3530.0807.22,280.314.0121.12,415.41968
Ĝ

35.2404.3675.11,114.61,196.7278.0'152.91,627.61969
r"1

267.1872.61,191.91,797.41,225.5355.7'209.81,791.0197050
W
id

8.3353.5684.81,046.61,131.3333.4150.61,615.31970 Januaryo
50

18.1284.1742.71,008.71,135.9333.0149.31,618.2February
21.3297.1682.8958.61,160.6331.5152.51,644.6Marchto

77.0324.1697.0944.11,224.1331.4156.31,711.8Aprilo
39.7352.7765.91,078.91,256.2331.0146.61,733.8May
107.8496.1786.51,174.81,260.3329.4156.81,746.5June
139.8750.8818.51,430.11,276.0363.7160.31,800.0July
204.2753.8874.71,424.31,267.0365.4163.4 '1,795.8August
206.2754.4896.61,444.21,277.7365.2171.21,813.1September
204.1767.8997.41,561.11,235.6330.5188.71,754.8October
258.2863.91,104.81,710.51,228.9 .342.9199.51,771.3November
627.1872.61,191.91,797.41,225.5355.7209.81,791.0December

Nonresidents' accounts redeposited by the banking institutions with the Bank of Israel.
Mainly deposits with foreign banks and loans to nonresidents.
Nonresidents' deposits, less sums redeposited with the Bank of Israel.
Mainly deposits and loans from foreign banks, less net foreign currency loans to the Government.
Including deposits with foreign banks and Israeli currency deposits to the credit of the International Monetary Fund in connection with drawings
on the gold tranche and the ifrst credit tranche. In 1970 also includes the IMF allocation of Special Drawing Rights to the Bank of Israel.



converted (partly or wholly) into Israeli pounds in order to make domestic
payments, it constitutes an inlfationary factor.

(a) Foreign currency assets

Net foreign currency assets held by the Bank of Israel expanded by IL 29
million ($8 million) in 1970, after shrinking by IL 1,084 million ($310 mil
lion) the year before (see Table XIV8).
Foreign currency balances in the Bank of Israel (deifned as gold, deposits,

and other liquid investments held by the Bank, net of banks' time deposits1)
went up by $ 25 million to reach $ 363 million at the end of 1970. This increase,
which followed a sharp fall in 1968 and 1969 and occurred despite a worsening
of the balance of payments in 1970, is explained by the largescale mobilization
of capital abroad during the year reviewed. As a result, the State's external debt
mounted to nearly $ 2,600 million by the end of the year.
The dent in net foreign currency asset holdings of banking institutions re

fleeted the expansion of foreign currency credit to Israeli entities and companies.
The banking institutions' foreign currency liabilities grew by $ 254 million,
owing to the inlfow of Patach funds and loan proceeds from foreign banks. How
ever, part of the foreign currency obtained in 1970 was not invested abroad but
used to expand credit to the Israeli economy. Accordingly, foreign currency assets
 loans to nonresidents and deposits with and loans to foreign banks went up
by only $ 195 million.

(b) Credit to the Government2

The Government borrowed IL 894 million from the Bank of Israel and a
further IL 201 million from the banking institutions in 1970; this compares with
IL 1,167 million obtained from the Bank of Israel and IL 122 million from
banking institutions in 1969.3

Banking institutions purchased IL 96 million worth of Government securities,
of which IL 85 million represented authorized investments out of approved
saving scheme funds mostly Defense Loan certiifcates and the Special Develop
ment Loan issue for banks, the latter under an agreement between the Treasury
and the banking institutions. Another IL 70 milion in credit was in the form
of deposits with the Treasury of Absorption Loan certiifcates received from

x Deposits of foreign banks and part of the Patach accounts of local banks. In previous years
the latter were not deducted from the foreign currency balances of the Bank of Israel.

2 In this section, as well as in Chapter VII, the funds raised by banks abroad in order to
provide credit to the Government are treated as credit received by the Government from the
rest of the world.

3 See the discussion of Government ifnancing and its inlfationary effects in Chapter VII.
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TableXTV9
CHANGES IN OUTSTANDING CREDIT FROM THE BANKING SYSTEM TO THE GOVERNMENT AND

NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, 196&70
)IL million)

From the Bank of Israel From banking institutions

So End of period

r
>

\

8

Credit
granted"

Less:
Increase or
decrease ()
in Govt.
and

National
Institution
deposits

Total Credit
granted"

Investment
in Govt.
securities0

Less:
Increase or
decrease ()
in Govt.
deposits

Total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Total
change in
credit

from the
banking
system
)3 + 7)

(8)

CO

o

1968
1969
1970

1970 January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

366.8
1,186.4
1,039.9

145.6
97.5
168.6
117.5
56.4
159.7
20.8
101.3
106.5
84.6
40.1
58.7

534.1
19.2

146.2

33.2
8.5
65.4
48.1
35.0
80.4

35.8
11.6

22.1
3.1
5.7
9.3

900.9
1,167.2
893.7

112.4
89.0
103.2
165.6
21.4
79.3
56.6
89.7
128.6
81.5
34.4
68.0

15.9
47.6"
124.8

18.9
5.6
2.9
4.5
4.6
4.1
4.5
27.4
30.5
3.6
5.2

58.0

94.7
84.2
95.8

0.5
11.8
14.6
1.4
9.2
16.3
2.8
2.2
17.4
15.9
14.3
23.4

5.6
10.1
19.3

0.3
0.1

11.5
1.0

55.1
50.7
+ 6.6
7.6
4.7
3.7
2.3
15.9

73.2
121.7
201.3

19.1
17.3
29.0
4.9

41.3
71.1
0.7
32.8
43.2
8.6

11.4
65.5

974.1
1,288.9
1,095.0

93.3
106.3
132.2
170.5
19.9
150.4
57.3
122.5
171.8
90.1
23.0
2.5

Excluding Bank of Israel openmarket operations in Government securities, sales of treasury bills to banking institutions, and Bank of Israel
purchases of securities from banking institutions under the optional repurchase arrangement; these transactions are not accompanied by a lfow
offunds between the Bank of Israel and the Government, but between the Bank of Israel and the public and banking institutions.
In Israeli currency only. Including banking institution deposits with the Treasury in connection with approved saving schemes of the type
Mvo/nag■ the deposit of Absorption Loan certiifcates; those deposits totalled IL 4.2 milion at the end of 1968, IL 51.2 million at the end
of 1969, and IL 121 million at the end of 1970.
Excluding changes in holdings of treasury bills and the ShortTerm Loan (for reasons that are explained in note a to this table). Government
secunUes sold to the Bank of Israel under the optional repurchase arrangement have also been excluded; the outstanding balance of such
securities totalled IL 8.2 million at the end of 1968, IL 24.8 million at the end of 1969, and IL 28.1 million at the end of 1970.
Revised ifgure.



savers in the conversiontype schemes. These were in addition to IL 36 million in
current local currency credits.
Purchases of Government bonds were down from their 1969 level, but the

volume of current credit rose, after dropping by IL 11 million in 1969.
From August on the Government borrowed heavily from the banking in

stitutions, most of which had sizable liquidity surpluses in the latter part of the
year. The outstanding balance of such loans ranged from IL 40 million to IL 50
million from August through November 1970.

(c) Bank credit to the public

1. The expansion of credit

Bank credit to the public was up IL813 million, or 20.7 percent, in 1970;
this compares with an increase of IL 664 million, or 20.3 percent, the year
before. These data include changes in the outstanding balance of bill brokerage
credit in both years.
The main growth factors in the year reviewed were the increased liquidity of

the banking institutions, which enabled them to grant much more nondirected
credit, and the larger volume of foreign currency loan permits issued by the
Treasury to Israeli entities and companies. The growth of credit through the
export finance and working capital funds was small in comparison with the two
preceding years and was of only minor importance. As shown in Table XIV1 1 ,

most of the incremental bank credit to the public in 1970 was in the form of
nondirected local currency credit (up IL415 million), foreign currency credit
granted other than through the export and working capital funds (up IL 210
million), and sums provided by these funds (an increase of IL 149 million).1
Developments in credit to the public during 1970 were uneven from the

point of view of both supply and demand. During the ifrst half of 1970 supply
was strongly affected by the rapid expansion credit in 1969, especially in the
second half. The large liquidity deifciencies incurred during the latter period
reduced the banking institutions' ability to step up their credit business in 1970.
At the end of December 1969 they had a combined deifcit of some IL 30 mil
lion; during the first half of 1970 their liquidity (liquid assets and the volume of
assets exempt from the liquidity requirements) went up by only IL 57 mil
lion. This comparatively sluggish growth was connected inter alia with the
repayment of the special advances granted to the banks by way of Bank of Israel
rediscounts toward the end of 1969.
The last factor partly accounts for the relatively small increase of IL 119 mil

lion in local currency credit supplied to the public by the banking institutions
in the ifrst six months of 1970 (the increment of foreign currency credit

נ On the connection between the expansion of credit to the public and the growth of the
banks' liquidity, see section 3 above.
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Table XIV10

OUTSTANDING CREDIT GRANTED TO THE PUBLIC BY THE
BANKING SYSTEM, 196870

million(

From
earmarked
Govt

Against
Govt.

From
earmarked
deposits

Total
bank

From
banking

From
the

Ranis rtiEnd of period
depositsdepositsof the

public0
creditinstitutions"Israel*

495.965.6747.43,264.02,813.9450.11968
700.359.8927.43,928.33,106.6821.71969
870.095.61,349.44.740.93,878.0862.91970

714.957.4986.54,001.93,111.6890.31970 January
740.559.71,015.03,995.13,109.9885.2February
710.668.11,031.94,169.13,302.2866.9March
725.569.61,079.54,119.83,300.9818.9April
739.468.61,074.34,150.03,345.6804.4May
753.268.81,090.24,206.03,355.1850.9June
763.773.51,099.34,196.43,361.5834.9July
786.772.51,175.64,285.93,448.4837.5August
797.670.81,206.54,381.23,559.3821.9September
797.070.21,208.24,432.63,617.8814.8October
809.977.21,235.64,562.43,730.6831.8November
870.095.61,349.44.740.93,878.0862.9December

" Including sales of securities by banking institutions to the Bank of Israel under the op
tional repurchase arrangement; this is credit granted to banking institutions and not the
public (see note c to Table XIV9). . . .

b Excluding loans to foreign borrowers; including bill brokerage (monthly data are given in
Table XIV6).

c Mainly credit from deposits of social insurance funds and ifnancial institutions.

amounted to IL 129 million). Credit granted to the public by the Bank of
Israel went up by only IL 29 million in the ifrst half of 1970. It should be
noted that local currency lending to the public by the banking institutions ac
tually contracted by IL 113 million in the first two months of 1970 and in
April, and that a large part of the credit expansion of the ifrst half of the year
was due to a IL 185 million increase in March. The latter was associated with
a strong upsurge of demand for bank credit in the wake of press reports on the
deliberations in connection with the abolition of the interest rate ceiling, as well
as with the usual higher seasonal demand at the end of the ifscal year.
Credit developments in 1969 also tended to dampen demand somewhat

during the ifrst half of 1970. The speculative demand for credit in 1969 (espe
cially in the second half ), which induced the public to borrow large sums in anti
cipation of a devaluation of the Israeli pound, weakened in 1970, and part of
these sums was probably repaid in the early part of the year reviewed.
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Table XIV11

INCREASE IN OUTSTANDING BANK CREDIT TO THE PUBLIC,
BY COMPONENT, 196&70

PercentIL million

197019691968197019691968

13.229.829.1149257194Export and working capital funds*
11.079.643.15823288Bank of Israel rediscounts

Within the framework of liquidity
11.22.021.128436exemptions
41.99.130.91192872Own resources
0.01.92.701_2Government participation

Other credit within the framework
25.633.613.6646122of liquidity exemptions
25.80.681.39016Credit from saving scheme funds

Foreign currency credit by banking
institutions other than through
the export and working capital

306.341.25.0210485funds
Nondirected local currency credit

18.812.918.0415256300from the banking institutions
5.588.022.617140"46Other Bank of Israel rediscounts

Total incremental credit from the
20.320.017.3812666491banking system to the public0

" Industrial Export Fund, ImportforExport Financing Fund, Fund for Financing Export Ship
ments, Diamond Financing Fund, Agricultural Export Fund, Tourist Industry Finance Fund,
and Industrial Working Capital Fund.

" Including IL 86 million in National Institution bills.
c These data differ .somewhat from those appearing in Tables XIV7 and XIV10 as they
include credit granted through the export and working capital funds from earmarked Gov
ernment deposits.

The banking institutions were in a deifciency position in most weeks duirng
the ifrst half of 1970, and the irse in interest rates charged borrowers indicates
that the inlfuence of the liquidity shortage was dominant duirng that period.
Interest rates ifrst went up between the end of 1969 and March 1970, when the
rate on bill brokerage rose by 0.5 to 1 percentage point, and they moved up
again when the interest rate ceiling was abolished (see the discussion below).
Duirng the second half of 1970 both the demand for credit and its supply

increased. Demand grew birsker primairly because of the much larger volume
of business conducted by contractors and suppliers of the Ministry of Defense in
August and September, and also because of heavier ifnancing requirements due
to the general rise of pirces from August onward.
The rapid growth of the banking institutions' liquidity as of July 1970 en

abled them to meet the demand for credit and even to build up sizable liquidity
surpluses in August and September. Local currency credit to the public ex
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panded by IL390 million in the second half of 1970, compared with IL 119
million in the first half.
Foreign currency credit to the public developed quite evenlya irse of IL 129

million in the first six months and IL 133 million from July through Decem
ber. By contrast, in 1 969 there was a decline of IL 28 million. It should be noted
that of the IL 262 million foreign currency credit increment in 1970, about
IL 53 million was granted within the framework of the export financing funds.1
Changes in other foreign currency credit depend, as already noted, not on

the liquidity of the banking institutions but chiefly on the volume of foreign
currency loan permits issued by the Treasury and on the readiness of borrowers
to accept such loans.2
The larger volume of permits granted in 1970 enabled the banks to make loans

to Israeli entities and companies from Patach deposits as well as from funds raised
by banks abroad. This impaired the effectiveness of the restirctive monetary
policy, as the expansion of foreign currency credit made it possible to step up
the total volume of credit far beyond that permitted by the growth of liquidity
alone.
Foreign currency credit exerts an inlfationary inlfuence when it is converted

into Israeli pounds to finance domestic activities. But even that portion used
to make payments abroad is not entirely devoid of inlfationary effects, since it
serves as a substitute for local currency credit, and hence enables the banking
institutions to expand both their foreign and local currency financing. It
should be noted that foreign currency credit granted Israeli entities and
companies (shipping lines, contractors operating abroad, etc.) by local banks
to replace foreign currency credit from abroad is neutral in this respect, and does
not stimulate monetary expansion. Israeli companies operating overseas ac
counted for a substantial part of the increase in foreign currency credit duirng
the year reviewed.
Another reason for the slower growth of bank credit to the public in 1970

was the Bank of Israel's policy aimed at preventing excessive resort to credit
from the export funds i.e. any expansion not justified by the actual growth
of overseas sales. The most important measures adopted were the changeover
from local to foreign currency financing of the diamond industry in October
1969 and of export shipments in June 1970. This change has reduced the in
centive to borrow from the funds for speculative purposes (connected with
expectations of changes in exchange rates). In addition, steps were taken to

* The changeover from local to foreign currency ifnancing of the diamond industry also
enabled the banking institutions to grant more credit in Israeli currency. Most of the
increase in foreign currency credit granted through the export funds was connected with
this change.

 The readiness to borrow in foreign currency depends upon expectations of a devaluation
and on the ability of the borrower to insure himself against a change in the exchange
rate, which in effect constitutes a sizable subsidy to the borrower.
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Table XIV12

OUTSTANDING BANK AND BILL BROKERAGE CREDIT TO THE PUBLIC,
BY DESTINATION, 196870

)End of period(

Destinaiton
Credit through the banking system"

1968 1969 1970

356.4Local authorities
91.5Public services
278.5Credit and ifnancial institutions11
110.8National Institutions
382.9Agriculture

1,468.4Industry
446.9Construction
323.6Commerce
279.9Services
282.3Individuals
178.6Miscellaneous0

4,199.8Total

IL million

437.3
89.4

342.6
177.1

415.7
1,814.9
460.8
453.0
344.3
359.4
198.0

5,092.5

481.0
153.0
521.9
157.8

515.5
2,294.8
466.3
500.4

490.8
527.5

211.0
6,320.1

8.5Local authorities
2.2Public services
6.6Credit and ifnancial instituitons
2.6National Institutions
9.1Agriculture

35.0Industry
10.6Construction
7.7Commerce
6.7Services
6.8Individuals
4.2Miscellaneous

100.0Total

Percentages

8.6

1.7

6.7

3.5

8.2
35.6
9.1

8.9
6.8
7.0

3.9

100.0

7.6
2.4
8.3

2.5

8.1

36.3
2.4

7.9

7.8

8.3

3.4

100.0

Note: The sectoral classiifcation of part of the data for 1969 is not identical with that of
previous years. Since it was impossible to reclassify the data for 1968, they are not strictly
comparable with those for 1969.

* Bank credit, credit from earmarked deposits of the public, from Government deposits in
export and working capital funds, from special Government deposits, and billbrokerage
credit; excluding credit from earmarked development budget deposits of the Government.

" Excluding interbank loans, loans between cooperative credit socieites, and credit from the
Bank of Israel to banking instituitons under the optional securities repurchase arrangement.

" Other sectors, including credit to artisans.
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collect arrears in repayments of credits granted by the funds and to prevent the
excessive expansion of credit.
The amendment of the Interest Law and the consequent rise of interest rates

over the 1011 percent per annum previously charged on ordinary bank credit
made it necessary to alter the composition of the resources of the export if
nance and working capital funds in order to keep directed credit cheap. Credit
granted through these funds went up by IL 149 million, or 13.2 percent, to reach
IL 1,105 million. This compares with an increase of IL 257 million, or 29.8
percent, in 1969.
The abolition of the interest rate ceiling did not unsettle the credit market.

The big banks had been charging 1717.5 percent per annum on bill
brokerage, and the outstanding balance of such credit in the middle of March
1970, just before the interest rate ceiling was eliminated, stood at IL 825 mil
lion. Ordinary uncontrolled bank credit carried interest of 1011 percent, and
the outstanding balance of this type of credit reached IL 1,200 million at the
end of December 1969. The amendment of the Interest Law brought about a
greater uniformity of rates ; at the end of 1970 they ranged from 15.5 to
17 percent per annum, with many borrowers beneifting from the lower rates.1
In other words, the amendment of the Interest Law, together with the
higher taxes and price increases, pushed up the average rate of interest charged
on nondirected bank credit by only 23 percentage points. That the rise was so
small was due to the developments in credit supply and demand descirbed above.

2. The destination of credit

The sectoral classiifcation of credit relates to that granted through the bank
ing system ; in addition to bank credit to the public, it includes the sums
granted from earmarked deposits of the public (most of which belong to
financial institutions and social insurance funds) and those granted against Gov
ernment deposits (mainly to tax debtors). The data for the end of 1968 and
1969 also include bill brokerage credit.2 Table XIV12 shows that of the
IL 1,228 million credit increment in 1970, IL 205 million went to the local
authorities, credit and ifnancial institutions, and the National Institutions;
this compares with IL 212 million in 1969. Other economic sectors received
IL 1,023 million, as againstIL 688 million in 1969.
Most of the additional credit in the year reviewed was supplied to industry,

agirculture (mainly directed credit within the framework of the liquidity
exemptions), and pirvate individuals.

1 Those borrowing at the lower rates are normally companies and other entities with strong
bargaining power and regarded as good risks, as well as households to which banks may
agree to grant softer terms than normal.

2 The breakdown of bill brokerage credit is a rough estimate only, as it was obtained by
extrapolating from the data for June 30, rather than being based on the actual position at
the end of the year.
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7. The Development of Banking Institutions

The stronger pace of monetary expansion in 1970 was mirrored by a 31.3
percent rise in the combined balance sheet of the banking institutions, as
compared with 25 percent in 1969. Total assets were up 40.4 percent, but
contingent accounts fell by 20.8 percent. This development reflected the
abolition of the interest rate ceiling, the virtual disappearance of bill brokerage
(listed as a contingent item), and the transfer of funds from this market to
ordinary time deposits.
Demand deposits and less liquid deposits of the public expanded, enabling

the banking institutions to extend more credit to the public and the Government
from their own means.
The balance sheet also indicates a much larger volume of business conducted

with funds deposited with the institutions by foreign and local entities for
loan purposes. Loans from such deposits shot up in 1970 by more than
IL 1,100 million, or 52 percent.1
A strong growth also took place in foreign currency transactions. The bank

ing institutions mobilized some $ 270 million (IL948 million) abroad, mainly
in the form of Patach deposits and foreign bank loans. The bulk of the funds
obtained overseas was invested in foreign banks or used for granting credit
to nonresidents, while the balance was used for providing foreign currency
credit to Israelis.
Two new commercial banks were added to the list in 1970: Otsar haHayal

Ltd. changed its status from a financial to a banking institution, while the
Exchange National Bank of Chicago opened a branch in Israel.
The branch network of the banking institutions expanded by 20. There

were 18 new branches and 10 belonging to Otsar haHayal, while eight branches
were closed during the year.2
TableXIV14 shows that in 1970 there was no conspicuous change in

the degree of concentration of banking business. The weight of the three big
banks went up in the volume of credit granted and number of branches, but
fell somewhat in deposits and liquid assets. The position of the cooperative
credit societies likewise did not change, although there was a decline in their
share of demand deposits and a rise in other deposits.

נ This type of loandeposit business is not discussed in this chapter, as the banking institu
tions merely serve as an instrumentality for implementing the loans and have no say as to
the mobilization or allocation of the funds. A discussion of these credit lfows appears in
Chapters VII, XV, XVI, and XVII.

2 In addition to the above, another branch was opened in the administered areas. More in
formation on the combined balance sheet of the branches operating in the areas can be
found in the Monthly Bulletin of Banking Statistics, issued (in Hebrew only) by the Ex
aminer of Banks, Bank of Israel.
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Table XIV13
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF BANKING INSTITUTIONS, 196970

(Endof period(
Increase or
decrease )(PercentIL million

ILm.1970196919701969

Assets
Cash, balances with the Bank of

22.8752.126.430.34,093.13,341.0Israel, and treasury bills
55.21,416.725.723.33,983.32,566.6Loans to the public*
139.6124.81.40.8214.289.4Loans to the Government
52.01,108.120.819.33,235.52,127.4Loans from earmarked deposits
27.0205.36.26.9965.4760.1Of the Government
43.9545.911.511.31,789.71,243.8Of the public"
289.0356.93.11.1480.4123.5Of foreign banks and companies
61.5685.211.610.17.99.81,114.6Foreign currency assets
21.2223.18.29.51,274.41,051.3Secuirties
21.528.41.01.2160.6132.2Real estate

Net balances with other
1.044.90.40.367.622.7banking institutions
27.5175.55.35.8814.2638.7Other accounts
40.44,469.1100.0100.015,507.611,038.5Total

Liabilities
14.0256.613.416.12,085.1Demand deposits in Israeli currency 1,828.5
40.51,840.741.141.16,380.74,540.0Less liquid deposits0
76.9947.714.111.22,179.91,232.2Liabilities to foreign banks'1
28.6224.46.57.11,009.6785.2Earmarked Government deposits
43.4551.511.711.51,821.31,269.8Earmarked deposits of the public

Earmarked deposits of foreign
289.0356.93.11.1480.4123.5banks and companies
8.131.52.73.5419.2387.7Equity capital
3.81.70.30.442.544.2Capital notes
31.6261.57.17.51,088.9827.4Other accounts
40.44,469.1100.0100.015,507.611,038.5Total

Contingent accounts
Balances held by and for

154.1114.8188.874.0bankinginstitution
Clients' liabilities and

27.8518.91,345.81,864.7guarantees for clients
20.8404.11,534.61,938.7Total
31.34,065.017,042.212,977.2Grand total

" Excluding bill brokerage. The ifgures for 1969 and 1970 are respectively IL 213.8 million
and IL 126.7 million larger than those shown in Table XIV10, since they include Bank of
Israel loans to banking institutions in these amounts.

b Mainly deposits of ifnancial institutions and social insurance funds. The ifgures for 1969 and
1970 are respectively IL 271.4 million and IL 440.2 million larger than those listed in Table
XIV10, since they include loans to the Government.

 Excluding bill brokerage; including Bank of Israel loans and rediscounts (see note 'J.
d The ifgures for 1969 and 1970 are respectively IL 152.9 million and IL 209.8 million larger
than those shown in Table XIV8, since they include nonresidents' deposits redeposited with
the Bank of Israel.
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Table XIV14

SELECTED INDICATORS OF THE CONCENTRATION OF

BANKING BUSINESS, 196870
)percentages(

)Endof period(

TotalCreditOtherThe Big
cooperativesbanksThree

Cash and balances with the Bank■of Israel
100.01.019.080.01968
100.01.418.680.01969
100.01.319.779.01970

Loans to the public1"
100.05.129.065.91968
100.02.332.065.71969
100.02.425.472.21970

Demand deposits in Israeli currency
100.08.222.169.71968
100.04.426.169.51969
100.03.926.669.51970

Other deposits0
100.02.718.578.71968
100.01.117.781.21969
100.01.418.280.41970

Number of head ofifces and barnches
100.013.830.455.81968
100.08.435.556.11969
100.08.534.856.7■1970

* The data do not include the Ya'ad Agricultural Development Bank and the Israel Bank of
Agriculture.

* Including credit to nonresidents; in 1970 including sums transferred from the bill brokerage
market.

c Including deposits of nonresidents (Patach(.

8. Operating Results of Banking Institutions
The strong upward trend in banking business in 1970 was accompanied by

an accelerated rise of income and a much more sluggish growth of proifts.
Operating proift totalled IL83.7 million, as against IL 75.1 million in 1969
 an advance of 11.5 percent, as contrasted with 35.3 percent in 1969 and
51.8 percent in 1968. Total proifts (operating proift plus capital gains) reveal
a similar picture : these added up to IL 84.2 million in 1969, compared with
IL 79.6 million in 1969a gain of only 5.6 percent as against 39.3 percent
in 1969.
While banking institution income rose appreciably in 1970, their expend

itures went up even more rapidly. Operating income reached IL 1,268 million
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a rise of 51.1 percent, compared with 27.1 percent in 1969. Operating
expenses were, at IL 1,184 million, up 55 percent, as contrasted with 26.8
percent in 1969.
Income from interest on loans came to IL 697 million in the year reviewed,

as against IL 375 million in 1969. The increase stemmed from the rapid
growth of credit to the public and the Government from the banking instituitons'

Table XIV15

OPERATING RESULTS OF BANKING INSTITUTIONS,' 196070

Percent annual
increase orPercentIL million
decrease )(

197019691970196919701969

Operaitng income
86.028.855.044.6697.3374.8Interest on loans
4.839.212.319.6156.4164.3Service charges

Interest on deposits with the
32.725.819.622.3247.8186.8Bank of Israel and other banks
46.612.513.113.5166.3113.4Other income"
51.127.5100.0100.01,267.8839.3Total

Operaitng expenses
17.716.119.725.9233.2198.1Payroll
76.534.770.762.1837.7474.5Interest on deposits0
23.714.49.612.0113.291.5Other expenses*
55.026.8100.0100.01,184.1764.1Total

Proifts
11.335.399.494.483.775.2Operating proift

0.65.60.54.5Capital gains (net(
5.639.3100.0100.084.279.7Total

1970196919681966 196719651964

Operating proift as a percentage
6.69.08.45.7 7.49.69.2of operating income

Operating profit as a percentage
21.821.717.38.6 11.713.313.0of equity capital8

Total proift as a percentage
22.023.117.88.5 14.316.219.7of equity capital"

" Excluding the three banks that ran into ifnancial dififculties at the beginning of 1967 and
since then are in the process of liquidation. Data for 1970 are provisional and those for
1969 have been revised.

" Including income from securities (other than capital gains) and from foreign currency,
trustee, and insurance transactions.

' Including interest and commissions on loans received and rediscounts, as well as ifnes for
liquidity deifcits.

d Including administrative overheads, depreciation, donations, and bad debts.
" The calculation excludes foreign banks, as they do not 1have equity capital in Israel.
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own means and from earmarked deposits. It also relfected the drastic contraction
of bill brokerage transactions during 1970 and the growth of the banks' income
from ordinary credit following the switching of funds from bill brokerage to
ordinary time deposits. This structural change also resulted in a drop in income
from service charges (which include the banks' commission on bill brokerage
business) and an increase in interest paid on deposits.
The rise of interest rates in 1970, both before and after the elimination of

the interest rate ceiling, also produced a larger income from loans.
Among the expenses, the most striking development was the much larger

amount of interest paid on deposits up 76.5 percent to IL838 million. This
exceeded the growth of interest income from loans, service charges, and
interest on deposits with the Bank of Israel and commercial banks, with the
result that the average spread between creditory and debitory interest rates
held steady in 1970.
Payroll outlay (wages, salaries, and fringe benefits) was up IL 35 million,

or 17.7 percent, in 1970, compared with a rise of 16.1 percent the year before.
The increase in 1970 was the outcome of a 11.6 percent bigger wage bill per
employee (compared with 9.3 percent in 1969) and a growth of 2.6 percent
in personnel (6.2 percent in 1969).
Other expenses administrative overheads, bad debts, and miscellaneous

expenses rose by IL 22 million, or 23.7 percent.
The faster growth of expenses compared with income depressed the profit

margin (operating profit/operating income) from 9 percent in 1969 to 6.6
percent. To some extent this can be ascribed to the switch from bill brokerage
.to ordinary fixedterm deposits, which resulted in a much larger interest income,
whereas in the past the banks showed a net income on their books only for
service charges on bill brokerage transactions. Another contributory factor
was the growing importance of credit granted from earmarked deposits, the
profit margin on which is low.
The operating profit/equity capital ratio held steady in 1970, but the total

profit/equity capital ratio fell off.
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